HYBRID CREAM HAIR COLOUR
The diverse muk hair colour range is created by colourists
for colourists. This advanced and complete colour system
offers unsurpassed tone, shine and longevity. Our range is
compiled of more than 100 intermixable hybrid shades so
that you can have the freedom to create the perfect colour.
muk Hybrid Cream Hair Color is a unique and dynamic
range of colour that transcends the boundaries created by
traditional professional hair colourants. Made with 80%
naturally derived and vegan ingredients, Zero PPD and
PETA Cruelty-Free our range of hair colour will defy your
expectations for professional colouring products.
Get inspired to create stunning colour with
our colour chart.

ADVANCED AND COMPLETE COLOUR SYSTEM
WITHOUT THE COMPROMISE
UNSURPASSED TONE, INTENSITY AND
LUMINOUS SHINE
CREATED IN AUSTRALIA BY COLOURISTS FOR
COLOURISTS

ONE TUBE SIX RESULTS
Using Hybrid Pigment Technology, you can attain six different results from a single
pigment based on the developer used. Choose from permanent, demi-permanent,
intense demi-permanent, colour balancing, blonde toning, or men’s grey blending
results by selecting the appropriate developer or lotion. muk Hybrid Cream Hair
Color allows the colourist to be in complete control of the colour outcome and
pigment development. It also utilises some of the lowest ammonia levels of any
professional hair colour products – as low as 0.4%. This will reduce damage and
stress placed on the hair strands allowing your client’s hair to stay strong and healthy
after a colouring appointment. We proudly offer our award-winning products to local
salons and colourists as an Australian direct dye supplier.

CRUELTY-FREE HAIR COLOUR
As a cruelty-free hair colour supplier, we know how important it is to provide salon
level products that are ethically and sustainably sourced. Our full vegan hair colour
wholesale range has been formulated without the need for animal testing. All of
our products come PETA approved, and the ingredients, samples and final products
never go through an animal testing phase. We provide cruelty-free hair colour
wholesale to professional colourists, and our range is entirely vegan and derived from
80% natural ingredients. As a PPD free hair colour supplier we’ve opted to use hair
healthy ingredients such as Cationic Tri-Plex Compound, avocado oil and baobab oil.
PPD is a chemical with the potential to cause sensitivity and allergic reactions such as
dermatitis to the scalp and surrounding skin. We strive to help create a future for the
hair industry that is free of animal testing and by-products. Thank you for supporting
us in this mission.
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VIVID MUK DIRECT DYE COLOUR
IMMERSE YOURSELF IN THE COLOUR REVOLUTION
THAT IS VIVID MUK DIRECT DYE COLOURING SYSTEM.
Explore an infinite colour palette of completely
intermixable and customisable shades, offering
limitless possibilities.
Vivid muk Direct Dye guarantees bright, intense,
luminous and expressive colours enriched
with condition and moisture, so hair is left with
intense shine, softness and strength. Get the
colour you want the first time with muk’s awardwinning products.

VEGAN FRIENDLY DIRECT
DYE WHOLESALE
Vivid muk hair colour is created using
vegan ingredients that are safe for
hair and skin. Our products never go
through animal testing at any stage and
we’re committed to building an industry
that is cruelty-free. We don’t use harsh
chemicals such as PPD that can cause
irritation and allergic reactions on the
scalp and surrounding skin.
The muk direct dye wholesale range
has been formulated with all of the best
ingredients so that you can feel good
about using it on your clients.

FREE FROM AMMONIA, PARABEN,
MEA & PPD,
100% VEGAN & PETA APPROVED
CRUELTY FREE

OUR VIVID SHADES

DAISY YELLOW

APPLE GREEN

SEA BLUE

EMERALD GREEN

PASTEL PINK

HOT PINK

BLAZE ORANGE

FIRE RED

FUCHSIA PINK

SLATE GREY

DEEP PURPLE

ROYAL BLUE

PASTEL CLEAR

MIDNIGHT BLACK

ADVANCED MICRO PIGMENT TECHNOLOGY
For the very first time, Vivid muk Direct Dye introduces micro-pigmentation to direct colour.
This enables complete and even saturation of colour with less susceptibility to porosity.
No more patchy and uneven results often seen when using another direct dye supplier.
Get eye-catching colour and professional results thanks to our unique mix of ingredients.

